Abstract. It is shown that a right circular cylinder can be turned inside out through immersions which preserve its flat Riemannian metric if and only if its diameter is greater than its height. Such a cylinder can be turned inside out through embeddings which preserve its flat Riemannian metric provided its diameter is greater than (w + 2)/ir times its height. A flat Möbius strip has an immersion into Euclidean three dimensional space which preserves its Riemannian metric if and only if its length is greater than ir/2 times its height.
1. Introduction. A smooth map from one smooth Riemannian manifold to another is said to be isometric if it preserves the Riemannian metric. Two isometric maps/, g: M-> N, are isometrically homotopic (isotopic) provided there is a smooth homotopy H,(x) from f to g such that, for each t, Ht: M -» N is an isometric immersion (embedding). We consider the case where M is a cylinder and N is Euclidean 3-space, R3. Let Ch be the cylinder formed by taking the product of the unit circle S'cR2 with the closed interval I" = [-h, h]cR, Ch = S1 X Ih c R2 X R' = R3. Let i: Ch ->R3 be the inclusion map and give Ch the Riemannian metric induced by i and the standard metric on R3. Let r: Ch -» R3 be the map which turns Ch inside out, r(x, y, z) = (x, y, -z). Paper models of Ch strongly suggest that for h large (such a Ch resembles a soda straw) i and r are not isometrically isotopic, and for h small (here Ch resembles a long band of ribbon) i and r are isometrically isotopic. We prove here the following results. The maps i and r are isometrically homotopic iff A < 1. If / and r are isometrically isotopic, then h < 1; if h < it/(it + 2), then i and r are isometrically isotopic. The proof occupies § §2-10.
For each isometry /: Ch -» R3 we define an element G(f) which lies in Z for h > 1, and in Z2 for h < 1, and which is invariant under isometric homotopy. For / of the form / = y X /: 5 ' x Ih -> R2 x R1 = R3, where y: .S'-^R2 is a smooth closed curve andy: /¿-»R1 is the inclusion map, we have the formula _ Í W(y) for h > 1,
where ^lf(y) is the tangent winding number of y. For isometries of the form / = y X /, G if) completely classifies / up to isometric homotopy. This we prove in §11.
Two closely related problems are those of isometrically immersing and isometrically embedding the Möbius band in R3. According to [11] it.has been an open question as to how long a strip of paper one needs in order to make a Möbius strip. There are two things which tend to require longer strips. One is the problem of twisting while preserving the flat Riemannian metric. The second is the problem of avoiding self-intersections so that one has an embedding. By considering isometric immersions one can concentrate on the first problem, which we have solved completely. We have partial results concerning the second problem. Let A homotopy through isometric immersions from i to r is called an inversion. Our example of an inversion for h near 1 passes through a stage where Ch is nearly folded up with many folds. In §13 we establish results which roughly say that any inversion for h near 1 must also pass through a stage where Ch is nearly folded up with many folds. These results are then applied in §14 to show that if we restrict ourselves to only isometric immersion with mean curvature bound by a fixed bound B, then there is an e > 0 such that there is an inversion only if h < 1 -e.
In §15 we show that there exists an e > 0 such that if Af, isometrically embeds in R3, then / > tt/2 + e, and if / > V3 , then Af, isometrically embeds in R3. This shows that there is an / such that M, can be isometrically immersed in R3 but not isometrically embedded in R3. It is not known whether there is an h for which i is isometrically homotopic to r but not isometrically isotopic to r. Some previous studies of isometric homotopies have taken a different point of view. Several theorems have been established which say that certain manifolds in R" are or are not rigid. A manifold M c R" is said to be rigid provided the inclusion map k: Af-^R" is isometrically homotopic to only maps of the form U ° k where U is an element of the special orthogonal group SO (ri). Also much work has been done on isometric embeddings and immersions. For a survey of results, see [4] .
Rough description of G(f). We give here a rough description of the invariant G(f).
A rigorous definition is given in §7 after some necessary lemmas are established in § §3, 4, 5 and 6.
The definition of G (/) for h < 1 is easy and we give a rigorous definition here. For eachp ES1, let N(p) be the unit normal to/at (p, 0), and let T(p) be the unit tangent vector to the curve /| S' x 0. Set G(f) G 77,(5(9(3))« Z2 equal to the homotopy class of y: 5 ' -» SO (3) where y(/?) = (F(/>), N(p), T(p) X N(p)). The following theorem is clear.
Theorem. G(f) is invariant under isometric homotopy.
The following theorem is also immediate from the definition.
Theorem. /// is of the form
/=vXj:51X/1^R2xR'=R3, where y: S1 -> R2
« a smooth closed curve and j: Ih -» R1 is the inclusion map, and h < 1, then G (/) = //it? tangent winding number of y reduced mod 2.
Now suppose/: Ch -» R3 is an isometric immersion and A > 1. We wish to define an integer G (/) which is invariant under isometric homotopy. We start by considering a related map g: Ch -> R3 where Ch is the strip of height h, Cl = RX /a, it: Ch -* Ch is the natural covering map, tt(s, f) = (cos s, sin s, t), and g = f ° it. Because g is a flat surface it is ruled and there are plenty of straight line segments which go from one boundary of Ch to the other and which are mapped into straight line segments in R3 by g (see §4). In order to get a hold on these line segments, we define
for s G R where || • || is the Euclidean norm.
The condition t E Vg(s) means that g maps the segment from (s -t, -h) to (s + t, h) rigidly. Hence W(s) = {g(s + t, h) -g(s, 0)\t E V,(s)). Since g = / » 77 it makes sense to define for each p E S ' V(P) = Vf(P) = V,{s) and W{p) = Wf(p) = Wg(s)
where í is any element of R1 such that 77(5, 0) = (p, 0). The directed straight line segment from g(s) -w to g(s) + w where w E Wg(s) is called a generating line segment as it is easy to see that it lies entirely on the surface g(Ch) = f(Ch), and in Proposition 4.1 we show that the totality of these segments "generates the surface". We will show in Proposition 5.1 that there do not exist two antiparallel generating line segments. Thus, if we "normalize" the surface f(Ch) by rotating it so that a prescribed element of W(0) points upward (parallel to e3 = (0, 0, 1) £ R3) we can assert that the downward pointing ray R = {te^t < 0} does not intersect any of the sets W(p), R n W(p) = 0 for p E Sl. Then we can define a related set-valued map ¿p: S1 -*2Q where Q = {(u, v) £ (R3 -R) X R3|m, v are linearly independent) by setting <j>(/>) = ( W{p), T{p)) = {{w, T(p))\w £ W(p)). Since Q has Sx as a deformation retract (see Lemma 6.1), HX(Q) at Z. The invariant G(f) can now be defined by setting G(f) -<p* (17) £ H\SX) s Z where 9*: HX(Q) -> Hx(Sl) is the induced cohomology homomorphism as described in §3 and 77 is a generator of H\Q) = Z. The details of this definition are given in §7.
3. Cohomology of set-valued maps. In this section we collect the facts concerning the cohomology of set-valued maps which we will need for the definition and invariance of G (/). A set-valued map from a set X into a set Y is a function £: X -» 2Y which assigns to each point x E X a subset F(x) of Y, F(x) c Y. The image of a set-valued map £: X -* 2Y is given by Im £ = U F(x) C Y. xGX We now describe a class of set-valued maps for which we can define an induced cohomology homomorphism. We say that a set-valued map £:
Af->2yis allowable if 1 . X and Y are Hausdorff topological spaces, 2. F(x) is nonempty and contractible for all x £ X, and 3. gr £ = {(x,y) E X X Y\y E £(*)} is compact. Note that conditions 2 and 3 imply that X is compact. The definition of the induced cohomology homomorphism for an allowable set-valued map is based on the Vietoris-Begle mapping theorem. The following version is a special case of Theorem 15, p. 344 of Spanier [8] .
Theorem (Vietoris-Begle). Let $: X -» Y be a surjective continuous map between compact Hausdorff spaces^. Let H* denote Alexander cohomology theory with integer coefficients and let H* denote the corresponding reduced theory. If H*{$-\y)) = 0 for all y E Y and all q, then ^*: H"{Y) -» H"{X) is an isomorphism for all q.
Let £: X -> 2Y he allowable and consider the following diagram where / is the inclusion map, Px and PY are the natural projection maps, and P'x = Px ° i and P'y = PY " i are the restrictions of Px and PY to gr £.
Since P'x ](x) = x X F(x), Px satisfies the hypothesis of the Vietoris-Begle theorem. Hence, it makes sense to define F* = Px*~l ° P'Y*: Hq(Y)-> H*(X) for all q [3] .
The following facts follow rather easily from this definition. There is a special circumstance in which allowable set-valued maps are homotopic. If £, G: X-*2Y are allowable set-valued maps and for each x E X, F(x) c G(x), then £ is homotopic to G. Indeed, a homotopy H: X X I -* 2Y from £ to G may be defined by F{x) for 0 < t < 1, 1 G(x) forr-1.
Note that gr # = (gr £ X I) u (gr G X {1}) c X X Y X I where we identify A X Y X I with A X I x y in the obvious manner.
We will also have use for the following continuity property of allowable set-valued maps. The proof is easy and left to the reader. (c') If we are given a, ß £ R and t E V{a) and t' £ V(ß) such that the segment from (a -t, -h) to (a + t, h) does not cross the segment from iß -t', -h) to {ß + t', h), then we may require T(a) -a = t and T(ß) -ß = t'.
Proof. Let A = {s E R| mean curvature of g at (s, 0) =£ 0). The following facts about isometric immersions of flat surfaces are well known [2] , [5] , [9] . Through each interior point of nonzero mean curvature there exists a unique straight line segment which lies in the surface. This line segment, when extended in either direction, continues to lie in the surface indefinitely or until it hits the boundary. Furthermore the mean curvature is nonzero at all points on such lines.
We apply these facts to our isometric immersion g: Ch-* R3. For s E A we get such a straight line segment through (s, 0). This line segment cannot be horizontal for then it would extend to be the whole s-axis = {(s, 0)\s E R}. But g(27r) = g(0), a contradiction. Hence this segment extends to form a line segment going from a point (B (s), -h) on the bottom boundary to a point (T(s), h) on the top boundary. Note that if / G V(s) then the segment from (s -t, -h) to (s + t, h) in Ch is mapped rigidly by g. From the uniqueness mentioned in the above paragraph it follows that, for j G A, V(s) consists of a single point, V(s) = {T(s) -s).
Now consider an í G bdry A. Then there exist points sn E A, sn -» s. We may arrange things so that the sequence sn approaches s from one side and monotonically. We may assume without loss of generality that sjs. We must have T(sn) and B(sn) both monotonically increasing to avoid having the straight line segments associated with (sn, 0) and (sn+x, 0) cross each other. Conclusions (a) and (c) are now easily verified. Conclusion (c') takes a slight modification in the definitions of T and B which we leave to the reader. Now we establish conclusion (b). Recall that the graph of V is given by
for some r and that gr V is closed in 5 ' X R. Clearly the compactness of gr V follows from these two conditions. Suppose there were no r such that
Then there exist;? E S1 and t £ V(p) with |r| arbitrarily large. But Ch is compact and hence g(Ch) is bounded and yet
where m(s, 0) = {p, 0), a contradiction. The fact that gr V is closed follows in a straightforward manner from the definitions. The image of V = {/ E R|f E V{p) for some p E S1} is simply the image of gr V under the projection S'xR->R, (j, i)->., and is consequently compact. Q.E.D.
From the proof we have the following corollary.
Corollary.
Suppose H: Ch X I -> R3 is a homotopy through isometric immersions and VH: Ch X I->2R is defined by VH{p, t) = VH{p) where HT: Ch ->R3 is the isometric immersion given by HT{p) = H(p, t) for p £ Ch and t E I. Then the graph of VH and the image of VH are compact. 5. A crucial calculation. With the aid of Proposition 4.1(c) and (c') we will prove the following key proposition. 5.1. Proposition. Given a, ß E R, a < ß, t E V(a), and t' E V(ß) such that g(a + t, h)-g{a -t, -h) = X{g{ß + t', h) -g(ß -t', h)) for some X < 0; then ß -a > tth.
Proof. Let T and B he given by Proposition 4.1(c) and (c'). The hypothesis for (c') holds because the crossing of the line segments is incompatible with the antiparallel hypothesis in the present proposition and the fact that g is an immersion.
We first prove the proposition under the additional hypothesis that T and B are continuously differentiable.
Define f, Ê: R -» R3 by
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for all j G R. Also <p(ß) = X<p(a) with X < 0. Thus <p(s) is a curve lying outside an open ball of radius 2/j which starts at a point on one central ray and ends at a point on the opposite central ray. Hence, the length of <p: [a, ß] -» R3 is at least 277/1. We now calculate
•'a Ja <Jß\\f'(s)\\ds + fß\\B'(s)\\ds
•>a Ja
because g is an isometric immersion and the curves s -»(F(í), h) G CA and
s -» (5(j), -A) Ë Q clearly have lengths (ß + t') -(a + t) and (ß -t') -(a -t). Hence ß -a > irh.
The inequality ß -a > irh is established without the additional differentiability hypothesis by mimicking the above argument and replacing integrals of norms of derivatives by limits of finite sums of norms of differences.
Consider the possibility ß -a = 77/1. Then in the above calculation we must have ||ç>(s)|| = 2h for all s. Consequently, T(s) = 5 and B(s) = s for all s. Thus T and B are continuously differentiable. Where the triangular inequality was used above we must have equality and hence f'(s) = k(-B'(s)) for some k > 0. Since f'(s) = dg(s, h)/ds and g is an isometric immersion we have ||r'(.s)|| = 1 for all j. Similarly ||F'(s)|| = 1, and so k = 1 and f'(s) --B'(s). But now we have g(s, 0) = ±(T(s) + É(s)) and dg(s, 0)/o\y = 0 contradicting the fact that g is an isometric immersion. Therefore ß -a > irh as we wished to show. Q.E.D.
The following corollary follows easily from the above proof. Alternately one can derive it from the statement of Proposition 5.1 by considering the double covering of M, by a cylinder.
Corollary.
If M¡ isometrically immerses in R3, then I > ir/2.
6. The space Q. Consider R2 = R2 X 0 c R2 X R' = R3 and so S ' c R2 C R3. Now embed S ' in Q by the map/ S1 -» Q given by j(p) = (e3,p) for all p ES1. 6.1. Lemma, j (Sx) is a strong deformation retract of A.
Proof. First apply Gram-Schmidt to get a homotopy which moves {u, v) E Q over to (w/||w||, u1). Then rotate (t//||w||, u1) by the rotation which leaves the line perpendicular to u and e3 fixed and moves u/\\u\\ along the smaller geodesic arc on S2 from w/||h|| to e3. Q.E.D.
7. Definition of G(/) for h > 1. Let/: Ch -* R3 be an isometric immersion with h > 1. Let T, g, Ch, it, V, V, W, W, R and Q be as defined in §2. We will define cp more carefully here. First set <p(p) = ( W{p), T{p)) = {(w, T(p)) E R3 X R3|w £ W(p)) for each/? E 51. Next pick a w E W(0) and a rotation U £ SO (3) Proof. Let U' E 50(3) be another rotation such that U'{w) = \\w\\e3 and set cp'(p) = U'((p(p)) for p E Sx. The subset £ of SO(3) consisting of rotations U such that U(w) = \\w\\e3 is homeomorphic to 50(2) s 51 and hence there is a path y: [0, 1] -> £ such that y(0) = U and y(l) = U'. Using Proposition 5.1 and Corollary 4.2 we see that this gives rise to a homotopy.
<p,(p) = yiOivip))from V t0 9'-Hence, by §3, cp* -cp'* and so G{f) does not depend on the choice of U.
Q.E.D.
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Proof. Let w' E W(0) be another choice. We know by Proposition 4.1(a) that W(0) is a closed line segment. Since </g|(0>0) is isometric and hence 1-1 we conclude that 0 G 1^(0). Hence it is possible to find a curve y(t) G SO (3) such that y(0) = U and y(t)(w¡) = \\w,\\e3 where w, = tw' + (1 -t)w. It follows from Proposition 5.1 that tpt(p) = y(t)(<p(p)) C Q for all (p, t) E Sl X /. It now follows from §3 that (G(f) calculated with w and U) = (G(f) calculated with w' and <p(l)). Q.E.D.
The following theorem follows immediately from the definition of G(f).
7.3. Theorem. ///: Ch -» R3 is an isometric immersion, h > 1, and fis of the form /= y Xj: S1 X Ih -»R2 X R1 = R3, where y: 52-»R2 w a smooth closed curve and j: Ih-*Rl is the inclusion map, then G(f) = the tangent winding number of y.
Invariance of G(/)
. We continue in the context of §7. The next theorem states that for /' "close" to /, G(f') = G(f). The nature in which /' is required to be close to/ is "C° closeness" for x E Ch plus "C1 closeness" for x G S1 X 0 c S1 X /" = Ch. The invariance of G(/) under isometric homotopy is an immediate corollary of this result.
The straightforward approach to showing that G(f) is invariant under isometric homotopy is to try to obtain a homotopy of rp from an isometric homotopy of / There is a hitch to this approach. 9 depends on a choice of U E SO (3) and it may not be possible to choose U as a continuous function of the homotopy parameter. The following proof is one of at least two ways •to get around this problem.
8.1. Theorem. Given an isometric immersion f: CA->R3 with h > 1, there exists a 8 > 0 such that G(f') = G(f)for all isometric immersions/: Ch -» R3 with p(/ /') < 5, where
We will need several lemmas for the proof. We make use of the following notation. If (X, d) is a metric space, A c X, and e > 0, then Be(A) denotes {x G X\d(x, a) < e for some a G A). Also, let R+ denote {/ G R|r > 0}. Proof. By compactness we can find an ex > 0 such that B2e L(T~x(0)) C U. Since T is strictly positive on the compact set V=A -L "x (Be t (L(T~x (0)))), there is an e2 > 0 such that T(v) > e2 for all v E V. Then e = min^, e2) satisfies the conclusion of the lemma. Q. E. D. 8.5. Lemma. Given an isometric immersion f: Ch -» R3, there exists an e > 0 such that U{cl Be Im cry) c Q for all U E 50(3) such that there exists a w E Wf{0) with U(w/\\w\\) = e3 (i.e., for all U E 50(3) that can be used to define cp).
Proof. Set Z = {U £ SO(3)\U{w/\\w\\) = e3 for some w E W}(0)). Using the compactness of Wj{0) it is easy to show that Z must be closed in 50 (3) Since gr <pf is compact and gr <pf c int gr ip, there exists an e' > 0 such that Bxgr (pf c int gr \p where A = e'(e' + diam(Im yf u {(0,0)})) + e', and where we are using the maximum metric on the product space Sx X (R3 X R3). From Lemma 8.3 we obtain a 6¡ > 0 such that iff: Ch -> R3 is an isometric immersion and p{f, /') < 5,, then gr cry. c ¿Vgr cry. In particular, for such/"s we have cpf{p) C £e.<ry(/?) for ail/? £ 51.
Next, by Lemma 8.4 there exists a 52 > 0 such that if /' is an isometric immersion and p(f,f) < 82, then Wr(0) c Be,Wf{0). Set 5 = min(S,, 82) and suppose /' is an isometric immersion such that p{f, /') < 5. Pick a w' £ Wf,{0). Then there exists a w E Wj{0) such that \\w -w'\\ < e'. From ||w|| > h > 1 and ||w'|| > h > 1 it is not hard to show that ||w/||w|| -w/||w'|||| < \\w -w'\\ < e'. Thus, we can find a U" £ 50(3) such that U"{w'/\\w'\\) « w/||w|| and sup|N = 1||U"v -v\\ = \\w/\\w\\ -w'/\\w\\\\ < e'. Pick a U E 50(3) such that U{w/\\w\\) = e3. Set U' = (7 ° (7". We may then calculate G{f) and G(/') from «^ = U ° tpf and yf = £/' ° <pf. respectively.
Because e was chosen to satisfy Lemma 8.5 we have U{cl Bc Im cjy) c Q. But, from the definition of \p it follows that Im \p c cl Be Im cp^. Set t/T = (/«^, Them Im \£ c Q. Since ^ is allowable and {x,y) -+{Ux, Uy) is a homeomorphism of R3 X R3 with itself, it follows that $ = Í/ ° i// is allowable. Hence $: Sx -» 2e is a well-defined allowable set-valued map.
Finally we observe that
for all/? E 51. Since/' may be particularized to/we also have yf{p) c ^(/?) for all/? £ 51. Now by observation 3.3 we have <p/ is homotopic to ^which is homotopic to cpf and so cp}* = cp^*. Thus G {f) = G if) and the proof is complete. Q.E.D. Combining Theorems 2.1, 2.2, 7.3 and 8.1 we have 8.6. Proposition. Given two isometric immersions of the form y Xj, y' X j: S ' X Ih -» R2 X R = R3 such that y Xj is isometrically homotopic to y' X j. If h > 1, then the tangent winding numbers of y and y' are the same; if h < 1, then the tangent winding numbers of y and y' are the same modulo 2.
We also have the following corollary. Proof. The isometric immersion / is of the form y Xj where y: 51 -> R3 is the inclusion map. The isometric immersion r is given by r{x, y, z) = (x, y, -z). By rotating about the x-axis we see that r is isometrically homotopic to r: Ch -» R3 where r(x,y, z) = {x, -y, z). The isometry f is of the form y' X j where y': 51 -» R3 is given by y'{x, y) = {x, -y). Since the tangent winding numbers of y and y' are 1 and -1 respectively, the corollary follows from Proposition 8.6. Q.E.D.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 9. Unit of pseudofolding. In this section and the next we will construct a homotopy from i to r through isometric embeddings for h < 77/(77 + 2) and through isometric immersions for h < 1.
The key to our method of inverting the cylinder Ch is a way of nearly folding part of Ch back and forth with the effect that a certain twisting is accomplished. We break this folding process into fundamental units. A detailed description of one of these fundamental units of near folding is given in this section.
We are going to show how to take a strip of width 2/z and length / and homotopy it from a flat position to the one pictured in Figure 9 .1. The salient facts concerning this homotopy are contained in Lemma 9.1. Figure 9 .1 is the inspiration for Lemma 9.1. The idea is to alter the crease lines so that they do not meet on the strip and then, not to actually fold at these lines but rather to make smooth bends in small neighborhoods of these lines. These bends will be called pseudofolds and the lines around which they are made are called pseudocrease lines. The truth of Lemma 9.1 is strongly suggested by the figure and discussion above. But since we are insisting on a smooth homotopy through isometric embeddings, some details of the proof of Lemma 9.1 seem appropriate. Proof. First we show how to make one near fold which we call a pseudofold. Then we put three pseudofolds together to form the homotopy of Lemma 9.1. We base our pseudofold on an isometric isotopy of a curve y,: R-»R2, t E[-tt, tt]. This is pictured in Figure 9 .2. One approach to defining y, is to require it to be parameterized by arc length, coincide for a while with the negative x-axis as shown, and have its curvature Kt(s) given by k,(s) = ttp(t) where cp: R -» R is a smooth nonnegative bump function such that Jtp(s) ds = 1. We leave the details to the reader.
By crossing yt with R we obtain a pseudofold y,: R2 ->• R3, yt(x, z) = (y,(x), z) E R2 X R1 = R3. The line x = 0 is the pseudocrease line, and / is called the angle of pseudofolding. The length of the small portion of R where the curvature of y, does not vanish is called the fudge factor because it is a measure of the difference between the pseudofold y, and an actual fold on the line x = 0. We also let the term pseudofold refer to compositions of y with isometries of R2 and of R3, and arbitrary smooth reparameterizations of the homotopy parameter t, and restrictions of these to subsets of R2.
We now describe the map \pt. The regions A, C, E, and G will always be mapped rigidly. All the curvature will be contained in the regions B, D and £, and will be the result of making pseudofolds at /,, l2, and l3. The points X and Y are the end points of the line segment l2. The distance from X to the left edge and the distance from Y to Figure 9 .3 the right edge are required to be of the order of 8 where 8 is the fudge factor to be used in the pseudofolds. Let 8 be fixed for now.
If we specify the angles of pseudofold at each pseudocrease line along with the position of the first rigid section, section A, a unique isometric immersion from S into R3 is determined. We restrict ourselves to the cases where section A is specified to be in its original position. In this way we get a function <p: (-77 Given a t E [0, tt/2 -8], the angles 9x(t) and 93(t) are easy. We simply set 0x(t) = 93(t) = t. In order to find the correct value for f?2(0 we proceed as follows. We divide the strip into regions or sections as indicated in Figure 9 .3.
Leti/ = ^uFuCuDuFandF=DuFuFuG.
We will construct isometric embeddings/: U -* R3 and g: V -» R3 by making pseudofolds at /,, l2 and l3. We will arrange things so that / and g agree on F, and the resulting map #>: U U V = S -* R3, (^°| U = / and tf\E u F u G = g|F U F u G) has the desired properties. It will be manifestly apparent from our constructions of / and g that both map F rigidly. Hence, to show that they agree on F it will be sufficient to show that they agree and their unit normal vectors agree at a single point p G F, and their differentials at p agree on the tangent vector Y -X. We use this observation to guide our construction. Let/1: ¿7-»R3 be determined by requiring that A is held fixed in its original position and there is a pseudofold at /, of angle t. Similarly, g1: V -* R3 is defined by requiring that G is held fixed in its original position and that there is a pseudofold at l3 of angle t. Consider the vectors determined by the new positions of the directed line segment XY, i.e., consider lx = fx(Y) -f\X) and P = g\Y) -g\X). Let Pyz: R3->R2 be the projection onto the >>z-plane, Pyz(a, b, c) = (b, c). Let w(i) be the angle from Py2P to PyJl. Then 0 < w(t) < 2a (see Figure 9 .3 for a). We require / to be sufficiently small so that 2a < 77.
Compose g1 with R = the rotation about the x-axis by an angle of -w(t), and obtain g2 = R ° gx: K-*R3. Now look at P = g2(Y) ~_g2(X). Clearly P P\\PyJx. Next, consider the x-components of /', P and I2. They are all equal because/1 and g1 rotate XY about lines parallel to the^-axis by angles t and -t respectively, and R does not change x-components. Letting Px: R3 -> R be the projection on the x-axis, Px(a, b, c) = a, we have PJ2 = Pxll. We also know that ||/2|| = ||/'|| because g2 and/1 act rigidly on section D. It follows that Ï2 = /'.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Let nx, ñx and ñ2 be the unit normal vectors to/1, g1 and g2 at the fixed point p E E. Let 92(t) be the angle from nx to ñ2 measured in the positively oriented coordinate system x',y', z' in which /' = P points along the positive x'-axis. We will show that 92{t) is well defined and satisfies |t92(0| < tt. It is sufficient to show that nx =£ -ñ2. Recall that 2a < tt. Since 0 < / < tt/2, Pyznx = Pyzñx ¥= 0. Hence, the angle between Pyinx and Pyzñ2 is -w(t). But -tt < -2a < -w(t) < 0. Hence, Pyznx =£ -Pyzñ2, and therefore «' -«2. Now it is easy to supply an appropriate formula for 92{t) which shows that 92{t) is a smooth function of /.
We continue to construct the promised functions / and g in order to show that 92{t) has the desired properties. Let/2: t/-»R3 be determined by pseudofolds at /, and l2 of angles 9x(t) = t and 92{t) respectively. Let l2 be the new position of XY, I2 = f2(Y) -f2{X). The line segment XY is just translated in the transition from/1 to/2 and therefore I2 = /' = Î2. Note that «' and «2 are perpendicular to /' = I2. Also, the transition from nx to n2 -the normal to/2 at/?, is simply a rotation about the direction of /', i.e., the x'-axis, by the angle 02(O-Hence n2 = ñ2. Now let T: R3 -» R3 be the translation which takes g\p) to f\p). Set/ = f2 and g = £ o g2. The maps/ and g agree on £ and so/ and g|£ u £ U G combine to give the desired function u/,°: 5-»R3. To obtain property 3 we reparameterize the homotopy Remark. The purpose of property 5 in Lemma 9.1 with its careful estimate "le{l)" is to enable one to make several elementary units of pseudofolding one after the other and still have the whole motion stay within a cylinder slightly larger than needed to contain the starting position. This also can be seen by noting that as the fudge factors approach zero a sequence of units of pseudofoldings approach actual foldings which have this property. See Figure   9 .4.
10. The inversion. Naturally enough, we refer to any isometric homotopy between /: CA-»R3 and r: CA-»R3 as an inversion. We will use several diagrams to describe a particular inversion //,. These diagrams are abstractions of overhead views, i.e., projections onto the xy-plane of a sequence of stages of the inversion. First we will explain the significance of various components of these diagrams. A smooth line represents the image of a portion of the cylinder for which H, can be written as y X /: U X Ih -» R2 X R = R3, where y: U -» R2 is a smooth curve defined on a subset U of 5 ' and /: Ih -» R is the inclusion map. When y folds U back and forth many times so that y X / makes U X Ih look like an accordion, we denote this by wv and refer to this portion as an accordion. When an accordion is rotated about the x-axis we represent it by something like A fundamental unit of pseudofolding (as described in Lemma 9.1) in progress is denoted by Figure 10 .1b, H, is of the form yX;':S'x4->R2XR = R3, and there is an accordion at the top. The dashed rectangles are not part of //,. They are to be thought of as pseudofolding machines. The cylinder will be referred to as the tape in order to suggest its flexibility. The tape will now start to be fed into the pseudofolding machines at A and B. One fundamental unit of pseudofolding is done at a time in each machine simultaneously. The completed units are accumulated at the sides of the accordion and the accordion rotates in one direction. This is indicated in Figures 10.1c and lO. ld. In Figure 10 .1e the accordion has rotated through 180° and much of the tape has accumulated in two banks of completed units of pseudofolding. Figure 10 .If shows these banks being rotated away from each other while the accordion expands. Figure 10 .1 g is the midway position of the inversion. In Figure 10 .1 h the banks continue to rotate and an accordion is beginning to form on the other side. The rest of the inversion is analogous to the first half.
The above can be used as a description of a homotopy through isometric embeddings from i: Ch -» R3 to r: Ch -> R3 provided there is enough length in the circumference of S1 (in relation to h) in order to accomodate the two accordions and the two banks of units of pseudofolding. This will be the case if 277 > 2/i + 2h + trh + trh. Hence, if h < 77/(77 + 2), then /' is isometrically isotopic to r. If we wish to use the above as a description of a homotopy from / to r through isometric immersions, we do not have to worry about the accordions. In the stages corresponding to Figures lO.lf, 10.1g and 10 .Ih, the banks may be passed through each other. Hence, it is sufficient for 2tt > irh + trh. Therefore, if h < 1, then / is isometrically homotopic to r. Summing up we have proved the following theorems. An amusing paper model which demonstrates that / is isometrically homotopic to r for h < 77/6 (note 77/6 ~ 0.52 where as 77/(77 -f-2) -0.61) can be made from a strip of paper with fold lines as indicated in Figure 10 .2, and with A' pasted on A. It is not completely trivial to invert this model using only the indicated fold lines and as a hint we offer in Figure 10 .3 an illustration of the middle position in the inversion. Proof. The "only if" direction of the implication has already been established in Proposition 8.6. The "if" direction will be proved using the following two observations. Let %(y) denote the tangent winding number of y: S'-^R2.
(1) If %(y¿) = %(yx), then y0 Xj is isometrically homotopic to y, Xj. The case h > 1 follows immediately from (1) . The case h < 1 follows easily from (1) and repeated use of (2) .
To establish (1) we recall that the Whitney-Graustein Theorem [10] asserts that two closed curves in R2 are regularly homotopic iff their tangent winding numbers are equal. Given two isometric immersions y0, y,: 51 -» R2, we know by Whitney-Graustein that there is a regular homotopy y,: 5 ' -» R2, 0 < / < 1, between y0 and y,. The intermediate curves y, may not be isometric. So let L(t) be the total arc length of y,. Set yt(s) = (2tt/L{t))yt{s). Now reparameterize each y, by arc length measured counterclockwise from a fixed point on 51. The resulting family of curves y* is an isometric homotopy from y0 to yx. It follows that y* Xj is an isometric homotopy from y0 xj to y, Xj. This establishes (1).
To establish (2) we first note that given y there exists an isometric immersion y': 51 -> R2 such that (a) W(y') = <¥(y), _ (b) y' restricted to {fl"(j)|0 < s < 2tt -e} traces out a circle counterclockwise which is tangent to the x-axis at s = 0, and lies in the upper half-plane. The positive number e satisfies h < (2tt -e)/2tt. (Recall tt{s) = (cos s, sin s).) This is obvious and we leave the details of the construction to the interested reader.
By (1) and (a), y Xj is isometrically homotopic to y' Xj. Now the inversion described in § §9 and 10 can be used to produce an isometric homotopy from y' X j to an isometry of the form \¡/ X j where $ agrees with y' on {tt{s)\2tt -s < s < 2tt); and on (tF(.s)|0 < s < 2tt -e), \p = R ° y' with R the reflection in the x-axis, R (x, y) = (x, -y). During this isometric homotopy the set (7f(j)|27r -e < s < 2tt) is held fixed. Clearly ^li(cp) = li(y') -2 = ^lí(y) -2. Similarly, we can construct an isometric immersion cp xj isometrically homotopic to y xj and such that ^(cp) = 'íí(y) + 2.
Q.E.D.
12. Immersing the Möbius strip. Using pseudofolds we will describe how to isometrically immerse M¡ into R3 for any / > tt/2. Combined with Corollary 5.2, this completely answers the question as to when a Möbius strip may be isometrically immersed in R3.
12.1. Theorem. A Möbius strip isometrically immerses in R iff the ratio of its length to its width is greater than tt/2. That is, M¡ immerses in R3 iff I > tt/2.
Proof. We will describe how to isometrically immerse M, with / > tt/2 into R3 in terms of what to do with a strip of paper. The strip is divided into three rectangular sections and pseudocrease lines are drawn as in Figure 12 Now using the second portion of paper (rectangle CDFE) with two parallel pseudocrease lines as shown in Figure 12 .1, we can adjust 9 so that by pseudofolding back and forth by the same amount on these two crease lines, the segment EF will be brought to a position which is the position BA translated in a direction perpendicular to BA. Finally, using the third rectangle of paper EFHG we can easily bring GH to coincide with BA so that the two ends of the strip join smoothly. By making the number of pseudofolds in rectangle A BCD sufficiently large and the gaps and fudge factors sufficiently small, the distance AC can be made arbitrarily close to 7r/2 (see Figure 9 .4). Similarly the distance from the pseudofolded-up position from D to A can be made arbitrarily small and hence the distances OE and E~G can be chosen arbitrarily small. Q.E.D.
13. For h near 1 any inversion is like our example. In this section we will show that if 5 is an inversion of the cylinder Ch with h very close to 1, then § must resemble the inversion described in §10. It will be seen that for some intermediate value t0 of the homotopy parameter t, the immersion 5 must "nearly fold" the cylinder many times. To simplify some of our statements we sometimes drop the ever present phrase "for h sufficiently close to 1." Suppose 5 : Ch X I -» R3 is an inversion of the cylinder Ch, that is, 3 is an isometric homotopy from / to r. By the development leading up to Corollary 8.7 we see that there must be a t such that 5T: CA-»R3 has a pair of antiparallel generating lines. Suppose these occur at s -a and s = ß.
Set/ = 5T and g = f ° tt: R X Ih -» R3. We may parameterize the generating lines of g as in §5 and we assume all the notation from the proof of Proposition 5.1. In order to simplify the following discussion we will assume T and B are continuously differentiable. This assumption is not necessary and can be removed as it was removed in §5.
Recall that the curve tp(s), s E [a, ß], goes from a point on one central ray to a point on the opposite central ray while all the time staying outside the open ball of radius 2h, i.e., ||<p(i)|| > 2h for all s E [a, /?]. Since g is periodic of period 2m we may choose a and ß such that a < ß and ß -a < tt. It was shown in §5 that the length of cp: [a, ß]-^R3 is no more than 2{ß -a). Obviously the length cp is no less than 2tTh. Hence, for h sufficiently close to 1 we may conclude that the curve cp is rather tightly bound about the ball of radius 2/i. That is, we conclude that for all s E [a, ß]: (1) II^WII is arbitrarily close to 2h, <p{s) is arbitrarily near the plane P (2) determined by the three points cp(a), cp((a + j8)/2)and<p(j8). Also for all s outside a set of arbitrarily (3) small measure, cp'(s) is nearly perpendicular to <p{s) and nearly lies in P to a fixed side of cp(s).
These facts are intuitively obvious and follow readily using spherical coordinates. Next, we will see what (1), (2) and (3) imply about T and B. It follows from
(1) that supa<i</3|£(i) -B(s)\ can be made (4) arbitrarily small by insisting that h is sufficiently close to 1.
It is an elementary theorem of differential geometry that on a flat surface the normal is constant along straight lines in the surface [6, p. 68] . Applying this to g we see that the normal to g is constant along the curve y obtained by restricting g to the segment from (B(s), -h) to (T(s), h). Since y is a straight line parameterized by arc length its tangent is constant. Since dg\,sl) is an isometric map, we can conclude that the vector dg/ds\M is constant along y. Hence •'a
Recall that s = ±(T(s) + B(s)). Hence It follows from (7) and (8) that
From (6) and (9) and ß -a < tt it follows that, for h sufficiently close to 1, Note that when T'(s) -B'(s) is near 2 we have because of (7) and ( Since ||3g/3i|(s>0)|| = 1 for all s, we conclude that from (18) that the angle between dg/ds\(s¡0) and dg/ds\(s,+ ¡0) is nearly tt. This and (15) shows that the curvature of the central curve i -* g(s, 0) is rather large somewhere between s¡ and si+x. The normal to the surface at (s¡, 0) is given by (3g/3-ï|(i>o) X <p(s,))" where V = V/\\ V\\ for V £ R3 -{0}. Thus from (17) and (18) we know that the normal at (s¡, 0) is nearly equal to (19) minus the normal at (sl+x, 0), for 1 < i <N -1.
We interpret (19) as saying that the surface is essentially folded over between s, andj,+ 1. From (5), (12) and the discussion following (10) we see that for any interval [a, b] c [a, ß] with \b -a\ > e, there are subsets A, B c [a, b] such that mA is nearly \ \b -a\, and mB is nearly | \b -a\, and there is a constant vector V such that 3g/3s|(j>0) is nearly V for s E A, and 3g/3s|(i0) is nearly -V for s E B. It follows that g{s, 0) is close to g(a, 0) for all 5 E [a, /?]. That is, the portion of the central curve from a to ß is nearly stationary like our example. From (6) and (9) we see that ß -a is nearly tt. Hence all the above reasoning also applies to the interval [ß, a + 2tt] in place of [a, ß] .
Summing up, we have shown that if 5 is an inversion, and h is sufficiently close to 1, then at some intermediate time t G [0, 1], the immersion iT essentially folds Ch back and forth, the central curve is nearly stationary and has portions of arbitrarily high curvature "rather densely spread over the curve", and the boundary curves nearly lie on a circle of radius h.
14. Stiff cylinders are harder to invert. We can draw a corollary to the analysis of §13. If we restrict our immersions of Ch by insisting that the curvature of the central curve is less than a fixed bound (or equivalently, that the mean curvature is bounded), then we cannot invert Ch with h near 1. Such a bound on the mean curvature would correspond to a stiffness of the material of a physical model for Ch. Hence stiff cylinders are harder to invert. Stated precisely we have 14.1. Theorem. For each B > 0, sup{h\Ch is inverüble through isometric immersions whose mean curvatures are bounded by B ) < 1.
15. Immersing the Möbius strip is strictly easier than embedding it. Here we will draw a corollary to the analysis of §13 for the Möbius strip. The results of §13 concerning iT clearly carry over to any immersion of the Möbius strip M, = I X [0, /] with / near 77/2. We will use these results to prove the following theorem. Proof. Let k: M¡ -»R3 be an isometric embedding. We may suppose the plane P described in §13 (but now related to k) is the x^-plane. Then for / sufficiently close to 77/2 we have the generating lines nearly horizontal and their centers nearly at one point. Also, <p(r + 1/2) nearly makes an angle of 77/2 with <p(t). Hence, the projections of the line segments F = [B(t), f(t)] and F = [Ê(t + 1/2), f(t + 1/2)] on the xv-plane must intersect at a unique point/;. Let q E E and r E F be the points of F and F which lie over p. Set v(t) = the vertical distance from q to r. Since k is an embedding, we have v(t) t¿= 0 for all t G [0, 1/2]. It is easy to verify that v(t) is continuous in t. Hence v(0) has the same sign as v(l/2). But clearly v(0) = -v(l/2), and so we have a contradiction. Hence, for / sufficiently near tr/2, M, cannot be isometrically embedded in R3. This proves the theorem. Q.E.D.
Theorem 15.1 suggests the following conjecture.
Conjecture. There exists an e > 0 such that i is isometrically isotopic to r only if h < 1 -e. Conjecture. M¡ isometrically embeds in R3 only if I > V3 .
